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Small Town Hospital Foundation Drives Big Time
Success with Online 50/50 Program

The Lake of the Woods District Hospital serves a small community of

Core Business

Healthcare Services

Organization Type
Hospital Foundation

Location
Ontario, Canada

Total campaigns

15,000 residents and a catchment area of 20K primary care + 90K
secondary specialist care. In 2020, the pandemic resulted in the
cancellation of all in-person fundraising events, putting 50% (or
$500K) of the Foundation’s expected annual donations at risk. They
quickly turned to Ascend to recapture the shortfall with an online 50/50
program. To their delight, the 50/50 program didn’t just meet their
goals but crushed them and put them on pace to generate $1.5 million
in annual gross revenue. Plus, the program helped expand their reach
and grow their email database from 250 to over 14K.
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Gross sales

Background

$1.9MM
In 2009, Jess Rheault took on the role of Executive Director at the Lake of

Increase in donor base
14,000+ (5,500% over existing)

Average jackpot
$93,582

Big win
150% increase in annual revenue

the Woods Hospital Foundation. Over the following decade, her
leadership drove their annual profits from $400K to over a million dollars
annually. Those profits were used to purchase medical equipment for
the hospital.
Their success was a combined result of a strong social media focus, a
small core team, and a mix of in-person events and galas. However, in
2020, as most in-person events were cancelled due to the pandemic,
Jess and her team had to think of ways to mitigate the looming risk of
losing 50% of their donor revenue.

As they were looking for options, a cold email from Nate Palango at Ascend introducing their fully online 50/50
fundraising program caught her attention. It gave her hope to meet their revenue goals and recapture the shortfall.
Jess had always wanted to run a progressive 50/50 raffle. She had seen successful programs in other provinces;
however, they were not permitted in Ontario until recently. Partnering with Ascend felt like the best way to succeed
given they had a great platform, program expertise, and a proven model for success.

$838,247,838 raised for over
500 charities in the US, UK & Canada

The Solution
Right off the bat, Nate assured Jess and her team that Ascend could provide and assist them with everything they
would need to quickly launch and run a 50/50 program. With a supportive partner like Ascend, Jess felt confident to
go all in.
Jess and her team quickly got to work. Andi Scheibler, the Foundation’s Development Coordinator who was
typically responsible for the in-person events ran point on the online 50/50 raffle program. Andi had no prior
experience running an online fundraising program but was experienced with donor emails and social promotions—
and that sufficed. Jonathan, their dedicated Ascend Success Manager ensured that Andi had access to Ascend’s
best marketing and creative practices for running a top-performing 50/50 program so that they could go-tomarket quickly.
With their license in place and their launch program and 50/50 dedicated website built, Jess, Ascend, and her
team were all set for the launch.
The Foundation was relentless in sending out regular emails with updates on the jackpot and encouraging people
to donate. Their emails were filled with positive messages which ensured little to no opt-outs and helped unlock the
full potential of the campaign.

Results

ONLINE 50/50 GROSS SALES (CA$)
$400,000

The team’s tireless and creative promotion of the program
via email and social media delivered results that did not

$300,000

disappoint Jess (or her board) and generated a whopping

$200,000

$106,935 in gross sales from just the first campaign in

$100,000

August 2020—that was 10% of what they typically achieved
over a year from traditional programs.
With coaching and guidance from Ascend, Jess knew that
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if they kept at it, the program would build—and that’s
exactly what happened. They continued to run the
program and aggressively promote it each month. In the
fourth month, they had grossed over $170K and by the fifth
and sixth months, they surpassed $300K in donations,

The 50/50 program really has become our silver
lining of COVID because so much of our effort and
fundraising was event-driven, and we had to

hitting $400K in December.

cancel them all. Redeploying those same efforts to

Impressively, the campaign also increased their donor

to really roll things out properly and put the time

database. They witnessed a 5,500% growth—from 250
emails pre-launch to over 14,000+ today.
Looking at the results to date, Jess has now made the
monthly online 50/50 program a regular feature of her
fundraising initiatives and is expecting it to generate $1.5
million annually in gross revenue. Combined with the
Foundation’s traditional in-person events, the online 50/50

the online 50/50 program gave us the opportunity
and energy in to have the success that we have
had.

This is an exciting time for us. The program has
also given us something else that we love about
our jobs—once a month, after each draw, we get
to call someone and change their life.

program has a majority stake in driving the revenues up to

Jess Rheault

over $2.5 million annually (a solid 150% increase over the $1

Executive Director, Lake of the Woods Foundation

million they generated pre-pandemic).
$838,247,838 raised for over
500 charities in the US, UK & Canada

